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AFTER STUDY REPORT
The Lee MPO contracted FTE to collect bicycle pedestrian counts at the intersection of Daniels Parkway and
Treeline Avenue and to monitor and record conflicts between cyclists and motorists through the deployment
of video equipment and Miovision traffic data collection system. The data collected has been used to prepare
this After Study to report conditions at the intersection after Two Stage Bicycle Turn Boxes were installed on
all 4 approaches of the intersection on October 10, 2019. A Before Study of the conditions prior to the
installation of bicycle turn boxes was completed in the spring of 2018. The monitoring and data collection
was spread over 4 days involving two consecutive weekends:
Saturday, May 15, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Sunday, May 16, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Saturday, May 22, 2021, from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Sunday, May 23, 2021. from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
While the selected days are not the in the same month as those in the Before Study, they are still during
spring when seasonal population is normally at its highest in Florida. However, seasonal population were
still very much down because of COVID-19 related travel restrictions at the US Canadian border considering
a substantial number of snowbirds are from Canada.
A reason why March dates had been selected in the Before Study was to study impacts to cyclists and
pedestrians at the Daniels Parkway and Treeline Avenue intersection due to increased vehicular trips
resulting from spring baseball games. However, the baseball games were cancelled this year. In addition,
two weekdays (Tuesday and Wednesday) had been selected for the Before Study to coincide with group
bicycle rides on those days. However, the results of the Before Study demonstrated that it is best to capture
bicycle activity on a weekend than on a weekday with assigned bike rides because (a) there is a very short
time window when cyclists actually cross the intersection and (b) inclement weather that may result in the
cancellation of the assigned ride.
The traffic data collection scope for the After Study called for bike, pedestrian, and wheelchair user counts at
the intersection in 15-minute intervals for all 4 days within the monitoring hours. It also called for turning
movement counts involving cyclists. Left turn movements included – (1) cyclists using the left turn motor
vehicle lanes (2) cyclists using the Two-Stage Bicycle Turn Boxes, and (3) cyclists using the crosswalks. The
scope also called for monitoring and recording traffic infractions, conflict events, and near misses. Types of
infraction called out in the scope included:





Motorists/cyclists making a prohibited northbound U turn.
Motorists turning right when the ‘Walk’ signal light is on.
Motorists/cyclists driving or riding through the intersection on red.
Cyclists and pedestrians ignoring a ‘Don’t Walk’ signal

Separately, the MPO used Signal 4 Analytics to query crash data to evaluate bike ped crashes that occurred
at the Daniels Parkway and Treeline intersection 5 years prior to the installation of the Two Stage Bicycle
Turn Boxes (October 15, 2014, through October 15, 2019) and those that occurred after the installation of
the turn boxes (October 16, 2019, through June 13, 2021).
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LOCATION AND INTERSECTION GEOMETRY
Figure 1 on the left shows the location of the Daniels
Parkway and Treeline Avenue intersection. There
are bicycle lanes on both Daniels Parkway and
Treeline Avenue. There is also a Multi-Use Path on
Daniels Parkway. Both roadways are part of Lee
County’s two Premier bicycle routes – Tour De
Parks and the University Loop.
Daniels Parkway and Treeline Avenue are four lane
divided roadways. At the intersection, northbound
Treeline has triple left turns while southbound
Treeline has dual left turn lanes. Daniels Parkway
has dual lefts on both eastbound and westbound
directions.
Fig 1: LOCATION MAP

TWO STAGE BICYCLE TURN BOX
On October 19, 2018, FDOT installed green colored Two Stage Bicycle Turn Boxes at the four approaches
of the Daniels Parkway and Treeline Avenue intersection to help cyclists make left turns safely. Installation
of the bicycle turn boxes at this intersection was the first time such traffic control devices were used in Florida
and was the result of a collaborative effort among Lee MPO, FDOT District 1 and the Lee County BOCC. The
turn boxes were installed during a resurfacing project on Daniels Parkway from Six Mile Cypress Parkway to
Treeline Avenue. During the resurfacing, marked bicycle lanes and bicycle keyhole lanes (next to turn lanes
at intersections) were also installed. Graphics of the turn boxes are shown in Appendix A.

PUBLIC OUTREACH
The Lee MPO designed and published a brochure prior to the installation of the high visibility turn boxes to
educate the travelling public about the presence and use of the boxes. The brochure is included in Appendix
A. The news media also ran news articles on the turn boxes.
Once the turn boxes were installed, the Lee MPO invited members of the Caloosa Riders Bicycle Club and
the MPO’s Bicycle Pedestrian Committee to participate in an educational video on how to use the turn boxes.
30 sec educational video clips were run as a Public Service Advisory in NBC2 and ABC. Additionally, TractAd
blueprinting technology was applied that used cell phone data to target motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians
at the intersection. 15 second ad impressions were digitally introduced on these users’ smart phones, tablets,
and desktops to induce them to click on the 30 sec educational video and brochure.
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INTERSECTION MONITORING AND COUNT DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS

Bicycle and Pedestrian Counts
Table 1 below provides a summary of cyclist and pedestrian counts for the 4 days during the specified hours
of observation. An average of 168 cyclists per day crossed this intersection with the highest number of
cyclists (253) recorded on Saturday, May 15 th. In comparison the highest number of cyclists in the Before
Study was recorded at 314 on a Sunday (March 11, 2018).
The total number of pedestrians crossing this intersection over the 4 days was 45, with the highest number
of pedestrians (24) being on Sunday, May 23rd. The highest number of pedestrians on a single day in the
Before Study was 25, also on a Sunday (March 11, 2018).

Table 1: CYCLISTS AND PED COUNTS

Table 2 in the next page shows a breakdown of the left turn movements made by cyclists at the intersection.
There are three options available for cyclists to navigate left including (1) using the left turn motor vehicle
lanes (2) using the crosswalks and (3) using the Two Stage Bicycle Turn Boxes. On the northbound to
westbound direction there are triple left turn lanes while the remaining directions have dual left turn lanes.
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Table 2: LEFT TURN BICYCLE MOVEMENTS

The total number of left turn movements by cyclists over the 4 days were 27 with the most (10) occurring on
Sunday, May 16th. Of the 27, 12 used the northbound left turn lanes on Treeline to turn left on westbound
Daniels.
Table 3 below shows the total number of thru movements made by cyclists. There are two options available
for cyclists to cross the intersection including (1) riding on the crosswalks and (2) riding straight through the
intersection.
The total number of cyclists going straight through the intersection over the 4 days were 536. Of the 536,
368 (68.6%) chose to ride straight through the intersection without using the crosswalks. These would most
likely be cyclists riding on the bicycle lanes leading to and away from the intersection.

Table 3: THRU BICYCLE MOVEMENTS
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Right turn movements by cyclists was only 27 over the 4 days as shown below in Table 4.

Table 4: RIGHT TURN
BICYCLE MOVEMENTS

Appendix B includes the FTE Data Collection Report from the 4 days.
INFRACTIONS
Several traffic infractions were observed in the videos from the 4 monitoring days that involved both cyclists and
motorists. They included:






Cyclists riding crosswalks when the DON’T WALK signal was on.
Cyclists riding through the intersection when the traffic signal was red.
Cyclists using the left turn lanes on red.
Motorists making illegal U turns (there is a sign prohibiting U turns for vehicles travelling northbound on
Treeline Avenue to westbound Daniels Parkway).
Motorists not yielding to cyclists on crosswalks who had a WALK signal.

NEAR MISSES/DANGEROUS MANEUVERS
There were four dangerous maneuvers that needs to be called out. All involved cyclists. The first one involved
a cyclist that arrived at the left turn lane at the tail end of the green left turn arrow when the signal changed
to no left turn movements. The cyclist still chose to make the left turn while cars were closing on into the
middle of the intersection from the opposite direction.
The second one involved a cyclist in the triple left turn lanes on northbound Treeline. The cyclist chose the
middle left turn lane surrounded by cars as he proceeded to make a northbound to westbound left instead of
using the outermost left turn lane.
The third involved an eastbound cyclist who was riding on the crosswalk at the south leg of the intersection
while the DO NOT WALK signal was on and found himself in front of the median while there were northbound
left turning and through motorists blocking his path. The cyclist then decided to move away from the crosswalk
into the open road to what appeared that he was considering attempting to make a left turn only to realize
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that the signal had changed to allow in westbound left turning vehicles. So, he changed direction and headed
eastbound while trying to get away from the path of northbound right turning vehicles.
The fourth instance involved two cyclists who decided to ride through the intersection at the same time from
different directions. A southbound cyclist decided to ride through the intersection when the solid green had
transitioned to yellow. At the same time, an eastbound cyclist also decided to ride straight through the
intersection from the bike lane probably trying to beat the westbound left turn arrow and the westbound left
turning vehicles. He then realized he would be on a collision course with the southbound cyclist, and he
stopped. As soon as the southbound cyclist crossed him, he made the wise decision to steer his bicycle right
and keep close to the crosswalk as he crossed the intersection knowing that he may, otherwise, be in the
path of westbound left turning vehicles. Both cyclists should have been patient and waited to get the
appropriate signal to cross the intersection.
BIKE PED CRASHES
In the five (5) years (October 15, 2014, through October 15, 2019) prior to the installation of the Two Stage
Bicycle Turn Boxes there were no bicycle pedestrian crashes at this intersection based on a query of crashes
using Signal 4 Analytics. There were two bicycle pedestrian crashes after the installation of the Turn Boxes
(October 16, 2019, through June 13, 2021) both involving cyclists. None of the crashes were related to the
use of the Turn Boxes but involved cyclists using the crosswalks.
The first involved an eastbound cyclist who was riding on the crosswalk on a DO NOT WALK signal. The
cyclist was hit by a westbound left turning vehicle which had a green left arrow. The crash happened early
December morning when it was still dark. The cyclist was wearing dark clothing and did not have lights. The
intersection, however, was lighted. Cyclist sustained injuries.
The second crash involved a westbound cyclist who was in the crosswalk on the south leg of the intersection
attempting to cross Treeline Avenue. A northbound motorist was in the right turn lane and hit the cyclist. The
cyclist was transported to the hospital and the crash report indicates that the cyclist may have sustained
serious injuries. The motorist was cited for failing to yield.

INFERENCES: There is compelling evidence to demonstrate that:
 There is a considerable amount of bicycle traffic at this intersection.
 Majority of the cyclists whether they are riding in a group or riding solo, plan their rides so they ride straight
through the intersection instead of having to navigate a left turn at the intersection. They make this choice
primarily to save time especially during group rides.
 The majority of the riders are experienced cyclists based on the number of cyclists preferring to ride straight
through the intersection without using the crosswalks.
 There are more cyclists using the bike lanes than the shared use path leading to and way from the intersection.
This is based on the observation that 69% of the thru cyclists were riding straight through the intersection vs
31% riding on the crosswalks.
 For those cyclists who did turn left at the intersection, the high majority (87%) preferred using the left turn
motor vehicle lanes to turn left.
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 The above four reasons contributed to the low usage of the Two Stage Bicycle Left Turns.
 The low usage of the turn boxes should not under emphasize the value of these devices at this location
which have increased safety of left turn movements at this large multi-lane signalized intersection by
grouping together similar movements and increasing the visibility of the cyclists wishing to cross the
intersection. Their presence makes the intersection of Daniels and Treeline Avenue a bicycle friendly
intersection and with time it is expected that more cyclists would grow in confidence in using this
new approach in making left turns. It will also behoove to install more of these devices at suitable
intersections around Lee County, so they are a familiar sight with cyclists and motorists, while
encouraging more cyclists to use them. Local governments and FDOT may like to look at
opportunities for installing them with other treatments for enhancing bicycle safety such as protected
intersections and green colored bike lanes.
 Going by the videos from the intersection over the 4 days there are many examples where cyclists and
motorists have demonstrated bad judgment while navigating the intersection. Refer to the examples under
the section on Near Misses/Dangerous Maneuvers.
 Although this is a wide intersection and it is the crossing of two arterial roadways that carries large volumes
of traffic, the presence of bicycle lanes and shared use path leading to and way from the intersection, and
visible crosswalks, bicycle turn boxes, and pedestrian signals at the intersection make this a bicycle pedestrian
friendly intersection and may have been the reasons behind the very low number of bicycle and pedestrian
crashes at this intersection.
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